
00077510 Projector Table with 2 Levels (42 x 50 / 40 x 35 cm), Height-Adjustable, wi

Projector Table

Highlightstext:

- Projection table for the precise alignment of the projector with the screen, with second platform for perfect presentations
- Dynamic presentations: with two highly flexible platforms that can be adjusted in terms of height, inclination and orientation, you can direct
your projector presentation perfectly for your audience
- Flexible use of the two platforms: for projectors and the lower level as a working surface, e.g. for a notebook and documents
- Upper platform: 42 x 50 cm, load capacity: up to 10 kg, steplessly height-adjustable: min. 85 - max. 110 cm, tilt -35° - + 35°
- Lower platform: 40 x 35 cm, load capacity: up to 10 kg, steplessly height-adjustable: min. 70 - max. 95 cm, tilt -35° - + 35°
- Both levels can be rotated around 360°
- The stable limiter on both tables give the projector and laptop a secure grip (useful surface with limiters: upper platform 36 x 45 cm, lower
platform 36.5 x 29.5 cm)
- The projection table is especially stable and robust thanks to the steel star foot
- With the projector cart featuring 4 smooth-running swivel castors, you remain mobile and can therefore use the projector in different
rooms
- 2 castors can be locked in position so that your equipment remains safely where it should

- Colour: Black
- Product Division: Photo & Video
- Shade of colour: Black
- Maximum Load: 10 kg

Technical characteristics:

- 2 tabletops
- 1 mounting pillar
- 1 star foot
- 4 castors
- Mounting set

Delivery:

 4    007249    775108

Brand Item-no.

00077510

VE

1

SRP

EUR    99,00

MB

1
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